Salesforce Developer (m/f)

For a challenging international Salesforce project, in the pharmaceutical field, starting as of now, we are looking for a Salesforce Developer (m/f) to support our teams in Frankfurt and Seville. As being an innovative agency, Cocomore implements pioneering projects in cooperation with the W3C group, the DFKI (German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence), and the Fraunhofer Institute.

Key Tasks & Responsibilities:
- Working in an agile cross-functional expert team
- Responsibility for architecture, implementation, and quality assurance of a Salesforce application
- An agile mindset concerning modern Project Management using Scrum

Skills & Experience:
- Excellent Salesforce-knowledge and experience in software design principles (TDD, CCD, DDD, SOLID, KISS etc.)
- Knowledge of Java and .NET would be an advantage
- Good understanding of web applications and -technologies (HTTP, Frameworks, Pattern)
- Good knowledge of (D)HTML, CSS, and JavaScript
- Very good analytical skills, a process oriented, content driven, and structured way of working, along with a high degree of self-motivation, reliability, and self-organization
- Social competence, team spirit, and communication skills
- Fluency in spoken and written English

Job Benefits:
- A challenging project, with the chance to assume responsibility and
- Excellent interpersonal skills, team spirit, and independent working capability
- Flat hierarchies and short decision paths

About Cocomore:
Cocomore is an agency for communication and IT with 140 employees and offices in Frankfurt/Main, Geneva and Seville. Cocomore develops and runs advertising, CRM and e-commerce solutions. Among Cocomore’s clients are Nestlé, Procter & Gamble, Rossmann, RTL, Sanofi and the VDMA. We have completed projects in over 30 countries and we are member of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and the BVDW.
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